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Originally published in 1948 and considered to be one of the rarest styling books of the era, this

book covers general principles of hairdressing as well as the components necessary to create

fantastic 1940s styles. Creating pin curls, direction of lines, proper finger positions, and other

techniques are demonstrated. The author breaks the hairstyle portion of the book down into 12

basic pin curl settings with detailed illustrations. These pin curl settings are numbered, with each

hairstyle referencing the number of the pin curl setting to use when creating each style. 12 hairstyles

are demonstrated with an easy-to-use chart. Another 9 hairstyles with instructions are located in the

Swirl, Sweep and Roll chapters and an additional 11 hairstyles can be found in the Hair Style

Designs chapter of the book. Beautiful updos still fashionable today can be learned from this book.

A large section of the book is devoted to water waving with 34 illustrations and 20 pages walking

you through the process of setting the hair, joining the waves, placing the curls, and creating

different hairstyles based on the parting of the hair including a center parting, full pompadour,

semi-pompadour, and double dip pompadour. Instructions are also provided for creating waves

using setting combs. The book also contains chapters on: Shaping and Tapering for Successful

Styling, Art of Curling, Hairline and Practical Setting, Definition of Beauty, Styling to Type, Adapting

Postiche to Modern Hairdressing, Variations of the Bang Design, Hair Style Designs, and Modern

Hair Fashions Influenced by Historical Hairdressing. Sample hairstyles and illustration images are

shown at the top of this page. ==== FOR MORE FANTASTIC 1940s HAIRSTYLING BOOKS please

see Creative Hairshaping and Hairstyling You Can Do, Hair Style Design -- 1940s Hairshaping,

Finger Waving and Styling Techniques, and How to Create 1940s Hairstyles -- Instructions and

Illustrations for 17 Swing Era Styles.
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Originally published in 1948 and considered to be one of the rarest styling books of the era, this

book covers general principles of hairdressing as well as the components necessary to create

fantastic 1940s styles. Creating pin curls, direction of lines, proper finger positions, and other

techniques are demonstrated. The author breaks the hairstyle portion of the book down into 12

basic pin curl settings with detailed illustrations. These pin curl settings are numbered, with each

hairstyle referencing the number of the pin curl setting to use when creating each style. 12 hairstyles

are demonstrated with an easy-to-use chart. Another 9 hairstyles with instructions are located in the

Swirl, Sweep and Roll chapters and an additional 11 hairstyles can be found in the Hair Style

Designs chapter of the book. Beautiful updos still fashionable today can be learned from this book.

A large section of the book is devoted to water waving with 34 illustrations and 20 pages walking

you through the process of setting the hair, joining the waves, placing the curls, and creating

different hairstyles based on the parting of the hair including a center parting, full pompadour,

semi-pompadour, and double dip pompadour. Instructions are also provided for creating waves

using setting combs. The book also contains chapters on: Shaping and Tapering for Successful

Styling, Art of Curling, Hairline and Practical Setting, Definition of Beauty, Styling to Type, Adapting

Postiche to Modern Hairdressing, Variations of the Bang Design, Hair Style Designs, and Modern

Hair Fashions Influenced by Historical Hairdressing. Sample hairstyles and illustration images are

shown at the top of this page. ==== FOR MORE FANTASTIC 1940s HAIRSTYLING BOOKS please

see Creative Hairshaping and Hairstyling You Can Do, Hair Style Design -- 1940s Hairshaping,

Finger Waving and Styling Techniques, and How to Create 1940s Hairstyles -- Instructions and

Illustrations for 17 Swing Era Styles.

Very nice item, even better than pictured.

good reference book...has all the styles, some relevant some not, the setting techniques could be

more detailed but its a clear reference that can do a good show and tell for designers.

I ordered this book to get information regarding hairstyles of the 1940's. It gave a great deal of

information but not regarding the hairstyle that I was really interested in. It did have a lot of detailed

information to created waved and other popular styles of the 1940's. It was a fun read and I do plan

to utilize the information given.



Loved the book.....Instruction and pictures are great. Easy to follow..............The book had a lot of

hairstyles to choose from to do.

As a complete novice, this is a great handbook. I'm attending a vintage hairstyling course and

thought it would be a great book to take along. It's full of diagrams and ideas which are really useful.

Fot the price it's a really good buy.

"Creative Hair Styling" is a hairdressing manual for beauty students written by award-winning

hairstylist Alfred Morris in 1948. The many illustrations are by Esme Limberg, a tutor at Mr. Morris'

beauty school in London. The is the most complete and most clearly illustrated book I've seen on

1940s hairstyles, though it lacks detailed instructions on how to cut the hair, beyond that the cut

needs to be tapered. The styles appear to be for hair that is tapered on the sides and front and falls

to just below the jawline in the back. To create the styles, you will need a comb, setting lotion, and

lots of hair pins to hold pin curls. And water and patience. The organization of the book is loose in

that there are 22 chapters that should be divided into 3 sections for clarity, but they are not.After a

few introductory chapters on preparing the hair, the book presents the basic techniques you will

need to master: pin curling and water-waving. Morris gives detailed instructions with illustrations for

pin curling and presents 4 examples of styles created with pin curls, also with instructions. Next, he

illustrates how to create a basic water wave and presents 5 variations on the water wave style,

which vary the number of "dips" on the forehead and the location of the part, with instructions.

Morris regards water-waving with setting combs as an outdated method, made obsolete by the

heavier setting creams that were available in the 1940s, but he includes a chapter on how to do it

anyway. He ends the instructions on water-waving with advice on how to dry the hair, normally

under a hood, but you can use a hand dryer in a pinch.By this point, you are at chapter 9, where the

lessons on "hair designing" begin. Morris breaks the hairstyles of the day down into "Twelve Basic

Principles". These are basic elements of the styles. Both the setting and the finished style are

illustrated, with instructions. All elements consist of waves and pin curls. You combine elements for

the sides, top, and back to create the hairstyle of your choice. The illustrations are exceptionally

clear. You can see exactly how these styles are created. Morris is concerned with the stylist's ability

to suit the hairstyle to the client's face, so he then gives examples of correct and incorrect styles for

different shapes of faces, necks, noses, shoulders, foreheads, chins, you name it.Now you've

reached chapter 15, where Morris speaks briefly about using postiche (hair pieces) in modern

(1940s) styles. Done with the postiche, he goes on to give instructions, with illustrations of the



setting and final style, for 4 popular styles of the time -the cockscomb, the bang, the sideswirl,

side-swept "v" roll, and the page boy- with variations. Then he does the same for 11 more styles,

which seem to be evening styles, as they are upswept, with names like "trÃ¨s chic", "prestige",

"aspiration", "olympia", and "soir de bal". What's impressive is that you actually can figure out how to

create these styles, from setting to dressing (combing) out. The illustrations are excellent."Creative

Hair Styling" was written for hairstylist. You could not do these styles on yourself. They require

tapered hair that isn't too long, but if you have bangs but no layers or tapers, you could do a bit of

pin curling at the bangs and ends and come up with a vaguely `40s look. I'm wondering if the

waving cannot be done with a Marcel iron and the pin curling with a very small-barreled iron, so you

wouldn't have to work with wet hair and heavy setting lotion. You might get a good approximation

with those tools, but the "dips" on the forehead seem difficult to achieve with an iron and without

singeing the victim. In any case, "Creative Hair Styling" is the ideal manual for stylists who need to

create 1940s hair styles for film or stage.

I will agree with another reviewer when they say this book is really for a hairstylist, and not just

someone looking to put their hair up in a new style for dinner tomorrow. However, that said, I read

through the book as someone with no training other than I have hair and it was fascinating. The

author gets in depth with extensive drawings of exactly how to pin waves and make curls and even

gets into things like appropriate styles for face shapes. I took this book to my hairstylist and she

found it really interesting as well. She added this info to her own knowledge and made my hair into a

great 40s style. This isn't a book to flip through and look at pretty styles - there are better books for

that. This is a very detailed how-to with hand drawn sketches throughout. If you want the details,

this is it!

As a vintage stylist I love this book for many reasons. It's amazing for reference , it's detailed

instructions on the setting and comb outs, and for looking back at the master work of a hair dressing

genius. As a cosmetology teacher I love this as a historical account so my students can see what

was done and how it's done and see which methods they prefer when styling the hair. Those of

yesterday or today. Now if your not a stylist you may find this hard to understand or use. If your a

student or a novice stylist this may be a little difficult as well in less you ask for help from a teacher

or a fellow more seasoned co worker.
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